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TESTS FOR UNIT ROOTS AND THE INITIAL CONDITION
BY ULRICHK. MULLERAND GRAHAMELLIOTT1
The paperanalyzesthe impactof the initialconditionon the problemof testingfor unit
roots. To this end, we derivea familyof optimaltests that maximizea weightedaverage
powercriterionwith respectto the initialcondition.We then investigatethe relationship
of this optimalfamilyto populartests.We findthatmanyunitroot tests are closelyrelated
to specificmembersof the optimalfamily,but the correspondingmembersemployvery
differentweightingsfor the initialcondition.The popularDickey-Fullertests,for instance,
put a largeweighton extremedeviationsof the initialobservationfrom the deterministic
component,whereasother populartests put more weighton moderatedeviations.Since
the powerof unitroot testsvariesdramatically
withthe initialcondition,thispaperexplains
the resultsof comparativepowerstudiesof unitroot tests.The resultsallowa muchdeeper
understandingof the meritsof particulartests in specificcircumstances,and a guide to
choosingwhichstatisticsto use in practice.
KEYWORDS:

Unit root tests, point optimaltests, weightedaveragepower,asymptotic

distributions.

1. INTRODUCTION
IN TESTINGFOR A UNIT ROOT, one faces a large array of possible methods. Monte
Carlo studies do not point to any dominant test. Part of the reason is that there exists
no uniformly most powerful test (cf. Elliott, Rothenberg, and Stock (1996), abbreviated
ERS in the following). In this paper we show analytically that treatment of the initial
condition of the process is a second reason for the lack of such an ordering. The power
of any unit root test will depend on the deviation of the initial observation yo from its
modelled deterministic part-call this deviation (. We derive a family of optimal tests that
maximize a weighted average power criterion with respect to (, and then relate popular
unit root tests to this optimal family in an asymptotic framework. We find that all popular
unit root tests are either members of the optimal family or closely related to a specific
member.2 These relationships allow us to infer the implicit weighting of ( of the various
popular tests, and we find stark differences in this regard. The popular Dickey-Fuller
tests, for instance, put a large weight on extreme deviations of the initial observation from
the deterministic component, whereas other popular tests that fare well in Monte Carlo
studies, like tests based on weighted symmetric estimators, put more weight on moderate
Our findings have several implications. First, the initial condition is a crucial aspect
of the unit root testing problem, as it profoundly affects both power and the form of
1Partof the paperwaswrittenduringa visitof Mullerat the Universityof Californiaat SanDiego.
He thanksUCSD for its hospitalityand the Swiss NationalFund for generousfinancialsupport.
Elliott acknowledgessupportin part from NationalScience FoundationGrantSES-01-11238.The
authorsare gratefulfor helpful commentsfrom R. Giacomini,E. Pesavento,and two anonymous
refereesand the editor.
2Not all unit root tests have this property;howevermanydo.
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optimaltests. Second, there is little point in derivingyet anotherunit root test statistic
as all of the populartests are close to optimal for some weightingof (. Even if one
comes up with an additionalstatisticthat has a differentand potentiallyattractivepower
characteristicin the ( dimension,it seems much more compellingto use our general
methodfor computinga test with this propertydirectly.Third,the implicitweightingsof (
foundfor the populartests explainthe resultsof comparativepowerstudies.Monte Carlo
evidenceis in generalinconclusive.The carefulanalysisof the role of the initialcondition
providesa unifyingand consistentinterpretationfor the simulationresults.Fourth,we
make clear that choicesbetweenstatisticsin practicecome down to what types of initial
conditionsare likelyfor the applicationat hand and reveal the meritsof particulartests
for specificmodel parameterizations.
In the next sectionwe build the basic model and discussvariousmethodsfor dealing
with the nuisanceparameter(. We then derivethe familyof optimaltests that maximize
weightedaveragepowerover differentinitialconditionsin both smalland large samples.
Sectionfourrelatescommonlyemployedunitroot tests to membersof the optimalfamily.
2. HYPOTHESIS

TESTING AND THE INITIAL CONDITION

We will considerthe followinggeneralmodel in this paper:
Yt= XtJ3+ / + wt
(2.1)

Wt = pwt-l

(t = O, 1,. . , T),

+ Vt

(t

=

... . T),

WO= (S

whereXt is a predeterminedvectorwith no constantelement,XO=0, and , 13,and ( are
unknown. We also assume that the regressor matrix X = (XO, ..

, XT)'

has full column

rank.We are interestedin distinguishingthe two hypothesesHo: p = 1 vs. H1: p < 1.
This model has receiveda great deal of attention.Test statisticstypicallydo not have
approximatenormaldistributions,and much of the intuitionfrom the stationaryworld
as to which tests are optimaldoes not hold for this testing situation.Manyfeasible test
statisticshave been suggested,the most famousbeing Dickey and Fuller's(1979) t-test
and p-test. Monte Carlo evidence leads Pantula,Gonzalez-Farias,and Fuller (1994) to
promotetests based on weightedsymmetricregressions.None of these tests have known
optimalityproperties.
Less work is concernedwith the derivationof optimaltests. Dufour and King (1991)
derivethe point optimaltest and locallybest test for independentGaussiandisturbances
vt and an independentzero-meannormal( for variousp. ERS derivethe familyof asymptoticallyoptimaltests againsta fixedalternativewhen ( is boundedin probabilityand for
(possiblycorrelated)Gaussianvt. Rothenbergand Stock (1997) extend this to alternate
distributionson the errorterms.Elliott (1999) derivesthe familyof asymptoticallyoptimal tests for independentvt when ( is drawnfrom its unconditionaldistributionunder
the fixedalternative.
The initialvalue ( can be regardedas a fixedbut unknownnuisanceparameter.With
, WT)', and e a T + 1 x 1 vectorof ones, we can write
Y = (YO,Yl, * * *, YT), W = (WO, *W.
the model compactlyas
y = Xp+1te+w.
Note that the expectation of w is not zero, but rather E[w] = (R(p), where R(r) is the
T + 1 x 1 vector R(r) = (1, r, r2, . . , rT )'. Let A(r) be the T + 1 x T + 1 matrixwith
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ones on its main diagonal,-r on the lower diagonal,and zeros elsewhere,and let v=
(0, vi,*l , VT). Then A(p)(w- (R(p)) = v and the model can be written
y = Xf+,ue?+ R(p) +A(p)-lv.
Froma statisticalperspective,the initialcondition( is an additionalnuisanceparameter
alongwith 13and ,u and the covariancematrixof v. We are not primarilyinterestedin its
value, but we mustbe concernedaboutits impacton the datageneratingprocessin order
to constructuseful tests and evaluatetheirperformance.
Under the null hypothesis(p = 1) differentvalues of ( inducemean shiftsin the data,
as R(1) = e. So with p = 1, ( and ,u have the exact same impacton the data generating
process,and ( and ,u are not individuallyidentified.This meansthat tests invariantto the
meanwill be numericallyunaffectedby the initialcondition,so that ( does not affecttheir
size. Underthe alternativehypothesis(p < 1) altering( amountsto addinga geometrically
decayingseries A(pt to the data. This resultsin an extradifferencebetweenthe null and
alternativemodels and will affectpowerand the form of the optimaltest for a unit root.
It is long known that the power of unit root tests depends on the initial condition
in small samples;see Evans and Savin (1981, 1984), for instance, and Stock (1994, p.
2777) for additionalreferences.Typicalasymptoticanalysesassume( to be eitherfixedor
randombut boundedin probability.An applicationof a FunctionalCentralLimitTheorem
(FCLT)to
[Ts]

(2.2)

T1-12w[T5

= T-l1/2p[Ts] + T

1/2E

p[TS]

Vl

with [.] denotingthe largestsmallerintegerfunctionthen suggeststhat ( has no bearing
on the relevantasymptoticdistributionseitherunderthe null or alternativehypothesesas
the firstterm is op(l).
More adequateasymptoticapproximationsfor small sample inference,when ( is of
similarmagnitudeto variationin the data after deterministicterms are removed,arises
when the firstterm is 0(1). Useful asymptoticsfor the unit root testingproblemrequire
p to become ever closer to unityas the samplesize T increases.Followingthe analysisof
Chan and Wei (1987) and Phillips(1987b), the appropriaterate of convergenceof p to
one is achievedby settingp = 1- yT-1 for a fixed y. A stationaryseriesin this framework
will have an unconditionalvariancethat is proportionalto (1 _ p2)-l = T(2y)-1 + o(T).
Takingthe root of the unconditionalvarianceas the naturalscale for the initialcondition,
that suggeststreating( as an O(T1/2) variable.But with ( - O(T1/2), the first term in
(2.2) has the same order of magnitudeas the second, so that the initial conditiondoes
not vanishasymptotically.
With ( being a relevantnuisanceparameter,we requiresome method to allow for it
in the testing procedure.A 'plug-in'approachthat substitutes( with an estimator( in
a procedurethat is optimal for a specific ( fails to provide an optimal test because (
cannotbe estimatedwithsufficientprecisionto leavepowerunaffectedby the substitution.
Alternativelyone might consider tests that are invariantto ( (as is usuallydone with
deterministicterms).But with p unknown,the relevantgroupof transformations
(2.3)

Y y+?xR(r)

Vx Vr < 1

is so large that a requirementof invariancewith respect to this group yields tests with
trivialpower. On a conceptuallevel the applicationof invarianceis inappropriatefor (
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becausethe form of the induceddeterministicR(p) dependson p and thus on the upheld
hypothesis.
We hence derive tests that maximizeweightedaveragepower over variousvalues of
(, where the weight functionis a prespecifieddistributionfunction.Since tests that are
invariantto the mean are unaffectedby differentvaluesof ( underthe null,we only need
to specifythe weightfunctionunderthe alternativehypothesis.In this respect,the situation here is verysimilarto Andrewsand Ploberger's(1994) analysisof optimalasymptotic
tests for the generaltestingproblemwhen a nuisanceparameteris presentonlyunderthe
alternative.3
3. A FAMILY OF OPTIMAL TESTS

3.1. SmallSampleAnalysis
In this sectionwe developoptimaltest statisticsfor the unit root testingproblemand
derive their asymptoticdistribution.We make the followingassumptionconcerningthe
generationof the disturbancesvt. The stationarityassumptionis only requiredfor the
asymptoticoptimalitybelow.
CONDITION1: Thestationary
sequence{v,} has a strictly
positivespectraldensityfunction
Vt = E'=O
8
wherethe ? are independent
f,(.); it has a movingaveragerepresentation
standardnormalrandomvariablesand E0 sIQsI < ?.

Withthe distributionof the stochasticelement vt specifiedto be normal,we wouldlike
to applythe Neyman-PearsonLemmato derivean optimaltest statistic.But three problems arise:(i) ,l and ,u are unknown,(ii) the alternativeis composite,and (iii) there is an
additionalnuisanceparameter(, that is individuallyidentifiedonly underthe alternative.
To deal with the first problem,we will restrictattentionto tests that are invariantto
the groupof transformations
(3.1)

y -y+Zb

Vb,

where Z = (e, X), i.e. the requirementthat a test statisticS(y) has the propertyS(y +
Zb) = S(y) for all b. This has been the dominantstrategyin the unit root literaturefor
the treatmentof the unknown,3 and,u, andwe will followthis approach.As alreadynoted
above,invarianceto the mean also makes the test statisticautomaticallyindependentof
( underthe null of p = 1. The compositenatureof the alternativeis indeed a problemfor unit root testing, as
theredoes not exista uniformlymostpowerfultest, even asymptotically
(cf. ERS). Dufour
and King (1991) have derivedsmall samplepoint optimaltests that maximizepower at
a specificalternativep = r < 1, and ERS have extendedthese resultsin a local-to-unity
asymptoticframework.We will follow this approach.
In order to deal with (, we derive tests that maximizea weightedaveragepower criterion.Specifically,let F(() be a probabilitymeasureon the real line. We will refer to a
(possiblyrandomized)test 'Po(y;r, F) as an optimaltest if for a given significancelevel
ao, po(Y;r, F) maximizesweightedaveragepowerat the alternativep = r < 1,
00

(3.2)

J

-00

P(p(y) rejectslp = r,

=x) dF(x)

3We cannot directly draw on their result, however, since several of their assumptions are not
satisfied for the testing problem here.
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over all tests (y) of size ao. F maybe seen as representingthe importancea researcher
attaches to the test being able to distinguishthe two hypothesesfor variousvalues of
(. In this perspective,the weightingF is a device to derive tests with a certain power
characteristicas a functionof (.
This treatmentof a nuisanceparameteris verysimilarto the approachof Andrewsand
Ploberger(1994) for the generaltestingproblemwhere a nuisanceparameteris present
only underthe alternative.Their analysiswould suggesta second averagingover various
values of p. In this paper, we simplifythe followingderivationsby stickingto the formulation(3.2) and by consideringonly the cumulativedistributionfunctionof zero mean
normalsfor F (see Muller (2002) for a more general treatment).These simplifications
lead to a class of optimaltests that are easier to interpretwhile being generalenough to
successfullyrelate existingunit root tests to specificmembersof the class.
The followingtheoremprovidesan optimalunit root test for generalX withour chosen
weightingfunctionF for (. We measurethe varianceof the normalweightingfunction
by multiples(denotedby k) of the unconditionalvarianceof w, when p = r < 1, whichis
givenby vo(r) = var[E0 r' V_j].4 Choosingk largerthusgivesgreaterweightto largerVt
THEOREM 1: Consider the data generatingprocess (2.1) under Condition 1 where the
autocovariances y(j) = E[vPv,1j] are known for all j. Then the test of HO: p = 1 against
H1: p = r < 1 that is invariantto the transformations(3.1) and maximizes (3.2) with F being
the cumulative densityfunction of a zero mean normal with variance kvo(r) rejectsfor small
values of the statistic
Q(r, k) = y'(G1

-

GO)y

where Gi = ,LiZ(Z'XyZ)-1Z'Xy, V is the covariance matrixof the last T elements of
v, X- = A(1)'diag(1, V-1)A(1), and for k > 0, X- = A(r)'diag(kvo(r), V)-1A(r), whereas
for k = 0,
=

? (r - 12F
A(r)' ( vo(r)-l(r-1)V-1(

-j

(

V )'-l

) A(r)

with e a T x 1 vector of ones.

An assumptionof knownautocovariances
of v, is, of course,unlikelyto be met in practice. But Q(r, k) will serveas a usefulbenchmarkto evaluatethe performanceof popular
unit root tests, and it will be establishedbelow that standardtests are asymptotically
optimal (or close to optimal)even withoutthe knowledgeof the correlationstructureof vt.
Note that the familyof tests Q(r, k) containsthe optimaltests consideredin ERS and
Elliott (1999) with k = 0 and k = 1, respectively.

As discussedabove, the weightingfunctionF may be seen as a simple device to constructa familyof optimaltests svo(y;r, F) with a differentpower characteristicin the (
dimension,where ( is regardedas a fixed nuisanceparameter.Alternatively,one might
4 vo(r) is necessarily finite because

vo(r) = (1-r2-

y(0)y+(2ZErJy(I)
j=l

<2(1-r21

E Iy(j)I
j=O

and underCondition1 the sequencey(j) is absolutelysummable.
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interpretthe resultin a Bayesianmanner:With( random,Theorem1 has the additional
interpretationas providinga test statisticthat optimally(subjectto the invariancerestriction) discriminatesHo: p = 1 with arbitrary( againstH1: p = r and -N(O, kvo(r))
independentof v.
Dufour and King's (1991) point optimal invariantstatistics are closely related to
Q(r, k). They considerthe specialcase where vPare i.i.d. Gaussianwith varianceo2, but
of the formy -- cy + Zb for any
imposeinvarianceto the largergroupof transformations
nonzero c and all vectors b. The additionalinvarianceto scale makes the resultingtests
independentof o2. We focus in this paperon an asymptoticanalysis,and since o2 can be
estimatedconsistently,the formulationof Dufour and King (1991) and Q(r, k) lead to
the same asymptoticpowerfunctions.
When the disturbancesvt are independent,then the Bayesianinterpretationimplies
that Q(r, 1) is the most powerfulinvarianttest of the unit root hypothesisagainstthe
strictlystationaryalternativep = r, i.e. when ( stems from the unconditionaldistribution
N(O,vo(r)). When vPis stationarybut autocorrelated,however,a random( thatmakesw,
stationaryunder the alternativecannot be stochasticallyindependentof v,. The optimal
test statistic in this case is hence not a member of the family Q(r, k). The following
theoremprovidesthe optimaltest for this case.
THEOREM2: Considerthe data generating
process (2.1) underCondition1 wherethe
autocovariances
y(j) = Ptvt-j]are knownfor all j. Thestatisticthat optimallytests H0:
p = 1 againstH1: p = r and = _%0
(3.1)
rsv_- that is invariantto the transformations
and rejectsfor smallvaluesis

Q(r) = y'(J1- JO)Y,
where
Jo=G,
J = D-1 _

-1Z(Zfn-1Z)-1Zfn-1

A(r)d2lA(r)' =V,

and
(vo(r)

and the T x 1 vectori1is givenby 1 = [rtl =

[Z_7r'y(t + j)].

Whilstin small samplesthere is a distinctionbetween Q(r) and Q(r, 1), Theorem3
below showsthat they sharethe same asymptoticdistribution.
3.2. Asymptotic
Analysis
The followingasymptoticsare developedin the local-to-unityframework,i.e. we investigate the limitingdestributionof the test statisticsas the samplesize T goes to infinity
and y = T(1 - p) > 0 is a fixedconstant.The point alternativer againstwhichthe familyof
tests Q(r, k) is optimalis treatedaccordinglyas r = 1 - gT-1 (we use y for the truevalue
and g for a generalvalue). In the asymptoticanalysiswe measurethe magnitudeof the
initialcondition5 in termsof the squareroot of the unconditionalvarianceof a stationary
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process (y > 0) with p = 1 - yT-1, which is vo(l - yT-1)1/2 = WT1/2(2y)-1/2+ o(T1/2),
where wt)2is the 'long-run'varianceof Vt, 2 = 2rTf,(0). Define a implicitlyas the scaled
version of the initialcondition, = awT1/2(2y)-1/2, so that ( = O(T1/2) mattersasymptotically.A value of a = 1 then generatesrelevantasymptoticsfor a finite samplewhere
the initial conditionis equal to one standarddeviationof the unconditionaldistribution
of yt when p < 1.
In this framework,it is straightforward
to show by means of an adequateFCLTand
the ContinuousMappingTheorem(CMT)that
-

(3.3)

T1-2(W[TS] -w)

X

wM(s)

_ Ww(s)
|wa(e-ys

-

for y=O,
else

1)(2y)'/2 + coJ eY(sA)dW(A)

where 'x' denotes weak convergenceof the underlyingprobabilitymeasuresand W(.)
is a standardBrownianmotion. Note that M(s) is continuousin y at y = 0 (cf. Elliott
(1999)).

The subsequentderivationsfocus on the two most popularcases for the deterministic
component:the mean only case without X, which will be denoted by a superscript,u,
and the mean and trend case X = T _ (0, 1, . . . , T)', denoted with a superscriptT. See
the longer workingpaper version of this contributionfor the analysisof more general
deterministics.
For the time trend case, it is useful to write the asymptoticdistributionsin terms of
the projection of M(s) off s, denoted MT(s), i.e. MT(s) = M(s)

-

3sf AM(A) dA (for

notationalconvenience,the limitsof integrationare understoodto be zero and one, if not
statedotherwise).In orderto simplifynotation,we reparameterizethe familiesof optimal
test statistics, denoted with a subscript a, which are given by Qa(g, k) = Q(1 - gT-1, k)
and QL(g) = Q(1 - gT-1). The followingtheorem states the asymptoticdistributionsof
Q (g, k) and Qa(g) in terms of MI(s) = M(s) and MT(s).
THEOREM

3: Under Condition 1 and with T(1

(i) Qi (g, k) X=~q' + q'Mi (1)2

+ q2i(fMi (S) dS)2

-

p) =

y

> 0, for i = ,u, T,

+ q'M'(1) f M'(s) ds + q' f

Mi(S)2

ds

where qo = -g, q = g-gk/(2 + gk),q=
-g3k/(2
+ gk), q = -2g2k/(2 + gk), q = g2,
and qo = -g, qf = (8g2 + 8g3 - 3g3k + g4k)/(24 + 24g + 8g2 + g3k), qT- -4g3(3 + 3g +
g2)k/(24 + 24g + 8g2 + g3k), qT= 4g3(3 + g)k/(24 + 24g + 8g2 + g3k), q =g2;

(ii) Qi(g) has the same asymptoticdistributionas Q (g, 1).
The statisticsof Theorem3 were all computedwith the knowledgeof the covariance
matrixof v. But their asymptoticdistributionsdo not dependon the specificform of the
autocorrelationsof vt. This-maybe surprising-result has alreadybeen establishedby
ERS for the statisticQa(g, 0) in our notation.It carriesover to more generalassumptions
concerningthe initialcondition,as well as to the optimalstatisticagainstthe stationary
model Qa (g). The result implies that it is impossibleto exploit autocorrelationsin vt
to devise unit root tests that have higher asymptoticlocal power than optimaltests for
independentvt. Furthermore,since the optimalstatisticshave an asymptoticdistribution
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that is a continuous function of M(.) and w is consistently estimable, one can build on
the results of Stock (2000) to derive feasible statistics that have the same asymptotic
distribution (and are hence asymptotically optimal) that do not require knowledge of the
autocovariances of vt. Such statistics attain the same asymptotic power as the optimal tests
as long as (3.3) holds, that is, under much more general conditions than Condition 1.
Figure 1 depicts the asymptotic power of Q4(7, k) and Q'(13.5, k) with k =0, 1, Xo and
y = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 as a function of a (the values for g are those suggested by ERS). All
power curves in this paper are for a level of 5%. For large enough Ia1, the power of the
optimal tests with k = 0 and k = 1 drops to zero. The tests with k = 0 achieve the maximal
power at a = 0 but their power drops to zero for Ia I > 2 for all considered values of y.
The tests with k = 1 have an asymptotic power that is lower for a = 0 but decreases in
aIj at a considerably slower rate. The optimal tests Qi (., oo) with an extreme weighting
of large IajIhave power that increases in Ijaj,and have very low power for IajI< 2. The
figures hence demonstrate the quantitative importance of the power trade-off of optimal
unit root tests with respect to the weighting of the initial condition. The results are not
sensitive to the choice of g, at least for moderate k.
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4. RELATION OF OPTIMAL TESTS TO SOME
POPULAR UNIT ROOT TESTS

In this section we explore the relationshipof some popular unit root tests to the
familyof optimaltests Qi (g, k). We comparethe asymptoticdistributionof Q"(g, k) in
Theorem3 on the one handwith the asymptoticdistributionsof the populartests on the
other. This is an interestingexercisebecause a close correspondenceimplies near optimalityof the populartest, and the value of k of the correspondingoptimaltest measures
the weightingof the initialconditionthat is implicitlyemployedin the populartest.
FollowingStock (2000),we classifyunit root test statisticsby their asymptoticdistributions, writtenas some function h: C[O,1] l > R of M(.), where C[0, 1] is the space of
squareintegrablecontinuousfunctionson the unit interval.Varioustests lead to a multitude of functionsh, and many other tests could easily be devised. However,for most
classesof tests and resultingfunctionsh, nothingis knownabouttheir optimality.
TableI showsthe classes of tests consideredin this section.Membersof the pDF-class
and TDF-classincludethe statisticsuggestedby Dickey and Fuller(1979) as well as those
of Phillips(1987a) and Phillipsand Perron(1988), membersof the N-class and R-class
includethe (appropriatelyscaled) Nl, N2 and Rl, R2 statisticsof Bhargava(1986) as well
as the t-statisticssuggestedby Schmidtand Phillips(1992) and Schmidtand Lee (1991),
membersof the LB-class include the (appropriatelyscaled) locally best invarianttest
for the mean case as derivedin Dufour and King (1991) and the locallybest unbiased
invarianttest for the trend case as derivedby Nabeya and Tanaka(1990), membersof
the -DFGIS-class
and TDFGLSclass,indexedby a positive parameterc in the trend case,
includethe weighted
includethe statisticsproposedin ERS and membersof the TWs-class
symmetricestimatorof Pantula,Gonzalez-Farias,and Fuller (1994), where appropriate
correctionsfor correlateddisturbancesare employedfor all test statistics(see Stock(1994)
for detailsregardingthis correction).
TABLE I
CLASSES OF UNIT ROOT TESTSa
Class

Asymptotic Distribution

2

N
R

[f Mi, N (S)2 ds][fMiR(S)2ds]-l

3

LB

1

4
6

I-'''!

,pDFGLS(C)

M(1)2
S fMt N(s)2ds
Mi' N(S)2d
2~f
______________

mean case
trend case

^DFGLSMi,P(j)2(Mi,P(0)2_j
2 f Mi, P (s)2 ds

7

FWS

Mi, OLS(1)2+Mi,OLS(0)2-12fM"
2'

8

^DF

OIS(s2ds

Mi, OLS(s)2ds

Mi,OLS(1)2_Mi,OLS(0)2_
2,/ f Mi, OLS (s)2 ds

ffM(A)dA, MT,OLs (s) = MT(s) - 4 f MT(A)dA +
aMA,OLS(s) = M(s)
=
6sf MT(A)dA,MA,N(s) - M(s), MT N(s) = MT(s) - sMT(1 ), MR(s)
)MT (1) _ f MT(A)dA, M P (s) = M(s),
M, OLS(s), MT, R(
MT(s) -_ (sand MT P(s) = MT(s)-s(c + 1)( 2 + e + 1)-1 MT(1), e > 0.
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Notingthatfor a positiverandomvariableB, P(A/B < cv) = P(A < cv B), it is possible
to showthat a test basedon statistics1-5 in TableI with criticalvalue cv is asymptotically
equivalentto tests based on a statisticSS with asymptoticdistribution
(4.1)

o+~+
4 Mi(1)2+

(JMi(s) ds) + 4pMi(1) Mi(s) ds + p4o Mi(s)2 ds

that rejectfor negativevalues,where some of the statisticspecificweights<j depend on
the criticalvalue cv. Note that (4.1) is of the same form as the asymptoticdistributionof
Qa(g, k). If there exists 10> 0 such that
(4.2)

((Pc,(P2

,
(p)

= l0(ql,

q2, q1, q')

where qJ are the (nonlinear)functionsof g and k given in Theorem3, then SI and the
optimaltest Qi(g, k) have the same local power.For such an asymptoticequivalenceto
hold, four nonlinearequationsmustbe satisfiedby the three parametersg, k, and lo. The
next theoremdescribesfor whichstatisticsin TableI this equationcan be satisfied.
THEOREM4: Underthe conditionsof Theorem3 the classes of unit root tests 1-4 of
TableI areasymptotically
equivalentto optimaltestsbasedon Qa(g,k) for a particularchoice
of g and k:
mean and trend
k

mean
k

g

R

cc

N

o
0

LB
pDFGLS

g

$A0
0
k <2

-2 cv

0

0

O

0
0

gT DFGLS

2/g

constant
arbitrary
arbitraryconstant
0

wherethe equivalence
for pDFGLS(C) in the trendcase holdsprovided
T DFGLS

1-3a + (1-2a -

3a2)1/2

2a
with
c4-6 cv-12c cv-652cv
2(3+3a+C2)2CV

is real.
The locally best tests that make up the LB class were derivedby Dufour and King
(1991) and Nabeyaand Tanaka(1990) under the assumptionthat the varianceof ( is a
fixed number.This correspondsto the case k = 0, and so by constructionthe LB-class
of tests is asymptoticallyequivalentto a test based on the (appropriatelyscaled) limit of
Qa (g, 0) as g - 0. But Theorem4 additionallyimpliesthat this limit is independentof
k for k < 2. Additionally,since the asymptoticdistributionof Qa(g) is the same as that
of Qa(g, 1), the LB-class of tests is also asymptoticallylocally optimalwhen the initial
observationis drawnfrom the unconditionaldistributionunderthe alternative.
The (uncorrected)R and N statisticswere constructedas approximations
to the locally
best tests of the unit root hypothesisfor independentdisturbancesvt againstthe stationary
model (5 = Y?%ps Vs) and nonstationarymodel with = ivo in the neighborhoodof
p= 1, respectively.Theirderivationby Sarganand Bhargava(1983) and Bhargava(1986)
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uses the Andersonapproximationto the covariancematricesin the Gaussiandensities.
Interestingly,the differentassumptionconcerningthe initialconditionin the derivationof
differentapproximatelocallybest tests, in contrastto the
N and R leads to asymptotically
exactlocallybest tests basedon LB. As alreadypointedout by NabeyaandTanaka(1990),
the N and R statisticsgenerallydo not-even asymptotically-correspondto the locally
best test statisticswhen the exact densities are used. In fact, the RI and Ny statistics
are optimal for a p that is just smallerthan any alternativeconsideredin the local-tounity framework,and a test based on RTis locallyoptimalagainstthe alternativethat {
is Gaussianwith a variancethat is an orderof magnitudelargerthan the varianceof the
unconditionaldistribution.
The pi, DFGLS class of tests are asymptoticallyequivalentto a test based on Qi(g, 0)
where g depends on the level of the test. Fixing e at 13.5 in the trend case (the value
suggestedby ERS), we find with the 5% criticalvalues of p^"'DFGLS and T,3 DFGLS that
these tests correspondto Qa(16.08,0) and QT(29.20, 0) whereasfor 1% criticalvalues
the correspondencesare to Qa(27.39,0) and QT(36.14, 0). The reductionof the level
thereforeyields tests that are optimalfor alternativesthat are easier to distinguish.
The set of equations(4.2) does not havea solutionfor pDF, and the statistics6-8 cannot
be writtenin the form (4.1). Thus these statisticsare not in the optimal family.But it
is still insightfulto identifyparticularvalues of g and k such that tests based on a class
of statistics5-8 are roughlyequivalentto tests based on Qa(g, k). By (approximately)
maximizingthe asymptoticprobabilitythat either both tests reject or do not rejectwith
respect to g and k under Ho, we obtain the results depicted in Table II. The column
cp is the (estimated)conditionalasymptoticprobabilitythat the 5% level test based on
Qa(g, k) rejects given that the 5% level test based on the statisticin the first column
rejects.See the Appendixfor detailson the selectionof suitablevaluesof g and k.
The generallylarge values of cp implythat the behaviorof the classes of test statistics 5-8 can be mimickedverycloselyby specificmembersof the optimalfamilyQa(g, k),
maybewith the exceptionof TDF in the mean case. We corroboratethese close correspondences by examiningpower curvesfor each test and the approximateoptimaltest-see
Figure2. For most cases the asymptoticpowerof the populartests (solid lines) is hardly
distinguishablefrom the correspondingoptimaltests (dashedlines) over a wide rangeof
values of y and a.
The class of tests TWsare verymuchcomparableto tests based on Qa(g, 1) for some g
(since k is close to one for these tests). The implicitweightingof differenta of these tests
almostcorrespondsto the optimalweightingif the initialvalue is drawnfrom the unconditionaldistribution.This explainswhy zws does well in such Monte Carlodesigns-see

TABLE II
CLASSES OF UNIT ROOT TESTS AND VALUES OF g AND
COMPARABLE TEST BASED ON Qa(g, k)
Mean
cp

TWs
TDFGLS
pDF
TDF

g

0.983
0.996

10.8
8.36

0.995

27.4
8.60

0.810

k OF A

Mean and Trend
k

0.988
0.00
30.1
9.77

cp

g

0.991
0.999

15.9
17.7

0.988
0.927

41.9
21.3

k

1.01
0.00
24.3
xo
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and QP(1o.8, .988)
a

jJJWS

1

TrWS

1

1.01)
and Q(15.9,
a

0.8

0.8

0.

0.6
0.4

\

0.2

~

0.4

~

0.2

(T~~~~~~~

a
jJ.DFCLS

and Q'(8.36, 0.00)

(13.5)and

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

Q0(17.7, 0.00)

~~~~~~~a

a
1

2
3
4
and Q0(27.4, 30.1)
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FIGURE2.-Asymptotic poweras a functionof aefor y = 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25.

oDFGLS
iS, as
Pantula, Gonzalez-Farias, and Fuller (1994) and Elliott (1999). The class
found in ERS, near optimal when a is near zero since the choice of k here is zero. Thus
these results explain the available Monte Carlo evidence for this test as well. Finally, the
Dickey-Fuller statistics put an extreme weighting on large lal, which results in asymptotic
power that increases with 1a , in stark contrast to all other considered statistics. But this
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increase in power for large Ia comes at the cost of much reduced power for small Ia
in the mean case, for instance, the local power for a = 0 and y = 10 is 45.9% for pDF,
but 75.6% for Qa(7, 0). Given that Monte Carlo studies typically generate moderate initial conditions, it is hence not surprising that the Dickey-Fuller statistics fail to be very
powerful in such set-ups.

5.

CONCLUSION

In choosing a test, the choice comes down to choosing a power function. While the
form of this function in terms of trade-offs over different alternatives might be debatable,
certainly good tests must not have a power function that can be dominated uniformly over
all alternatives. In contrast to most contributions to the unit root literature, this paper
has derived a family of tests that by construction possesses this property. We related the
family of optimal tests to existing tests and found that all popular unit root tests are either
close or close to optimal tests. Their idiosyncratic power characteristics can be explained
by different implicit treatments of the initial condition.
The near optimality of existing procedures implies that it is impossible to develop a
unit root test that is uniformly better, at least within the standard assumptions on the data
generating process. Continuing attempts to do so hence must be futile; there is simply no
inefficiency left to exploit. Useful additions to the literature rather arise by considering the
implications of a different set of assumptions for optimal procedures-see, for instance,
the analysis by Rothenberg and Stock (1997) of how one might exploit nonnormality of
the disturbances in the unit root testing context.
Interestingly, the near optimality holds even with respect to the Dickey-Fuller statistics.
Already the first attempt at deriving a unit root testing procedure hence did not leave
any 'free lunch' on the table. This paper makes plain that many ad hoc suggestions for
'better' unit root tests were in effect just trading more power at some initial condition for
less power at other ones. Given the number of proposed statistics, it is perhaps not even
surprising that tests that 'survived' are close to optimal.
While it is quite clear that inefficient tests should not be used, which efficient test to
pick is a much more difficult question. One way to interpret our finding that efficient
unit root tests have greatly varying power in the dimension of the initial condition is that
knowledge about the initial condition is very informative for the problem. If a researcher
is confident that reasonable initial conditions are relatively small, then it is precisely this
knowledge that will enable him to generate more discriminatory power for the unit root
testing problem. A useful choice then is, for instance, the tests suggested by ERS. In
absence of any specific knowledge about the beginning of the series, assuming a weighting
under the alternative that corresponds to the unconditional distribution of a stationary
process seems like a useful starting point. This would suggest using tests based on the
weighted symmetric estimator or the tests suggested by Elliott (1999). Alternatively, one
could rely on the results of this paper to construct an asymptotically optimal statistic for
this purpose. Given that the power of tests based on Dickey-Fuller statistics is increasing
in the magnitude of the initial condition, these tests seem attractive only when there
are compelling reasons why the potentially mean reverting series should start far off its
equilibrium value. At any rate researchers should keep the effect of the initial condition
in mind while interpreting results, and choose tests that accord to initial conditions they
find sensible for their application.
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APPENDIX
NOTATION:The followingderivationsoften makeuse of the (T + 1) x 1 vectoru, whichis defined
as u = w - ee. Vectorswith tildas have T elementsthat correspondto the last T elementsof the
same vectorwithouta tilda, i.e. R = (r, r.2.. ., rT)', f = (1, 2, . . , T)', and so forth.Similarly,T x
T matriceslike the covariancematrixof v, V or the T x T identitymatrixI also carrya tilda.
Furthermore, if A is a T x q matrix A = [at>],then let A-, be the T x q matrix A _ B = [b,, where
for 1 < t < T, btj=at_1, and bli = 0. Define the operatorA as AA A- A-,. The limit and limitin
probability as T

oo are denoted ''

and '2P+,.

PROOFOF THEOREM1: Fromthe theoryaboutinvarianttests, we knowthat an optimalinvariant procedurecan alwaysbe written as a function of a maximalinvariant(cf. Lehmann(1986,
p. 285)). Let M = I- Z(Z'Z)-1Z', whereI is the (T + 1) x (T + 1) identitymatrix.Then My is such
a maximalinvariant.Maximizingthe weightedaveragepowercriterion(3.2) is equivalentto maximizingpower againstthe simple alternativeHl: the densityof y is given by f' f(ylr, x) dF(x),
wheref(ylr, x) is the densityof y givenp = r and e = x (cf. Andrewsand Ploberger(1994)).With
F the cumulativedistributionfunctionof a zero mean Gaussianwith variancekvo(r), the density
of w = y - X,B - ,uteunder H1 is given by a zero mean multivariate normal with covariance matrix
V)A(r)'-', so that My = Mw N(O, MX1M). Under Ho the (singular)
1= A(r)-ldiag(kvo(r),
covariance matrix of w is given by l = A(1)-ldiag(0, V)A(1)'-1, leading to MyIHO - N(0, MXoM).

Noting that the commonnull space of M.XiMfor i = 0, 1 is the columnspace of Z, the NeymanPearsonlemma leads to optimal discriminationof the two hypothesesby the followingstatistic
(cf. Rao and Mitra(1971,p. 206)):
Q(r, k) = y'M(MX1M)-My

-

y'M(MX0M)-My

where (.)- is anygeneralizedinverse.
We are henceleft to showthatthe Gi aregeneralizedinversesof M.XiM.Recallthata generalized
inverseG of the matrixH has the propertyHGH = H. Since GiZ = 0 and Z'Gi = 0, Gi has a row
and columnspaceno largerthan the projectionmatrixM, so that MGiM = Gi. We find
MXViMGiMXViM = M Xi[X- _.-XZ(Z

SX Z)

Z 1 ],Vim

For i = 1 and k > 0, X1 = Ell, so that we find MY1MG1MX1M = MY1M immediately. For i = 0
or i = 1 and k = 0, we compute XiX-.Xi = Xi, and

M

T-Z =M(%0

)z=

0

yielding M XiMGiM .iM = M.XiM, as required.

Q.E.D.

PROOFOF THEOREM2: As in the proof of Theorem 1, My is a maximalinvariant,and the
aim is to optimallydiscriminatebetweenthe two multivariatenormalsMylHl - N(0, MQ1M) and
MyIH0 - N(0, M1oM). The proof now followsfromthe same steps as for the proof of Theorem1
abovewith El replacedby Ql-1.
Q.E.D.
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1: Let B = (j, T-1 -1, R(p)). Thenunderthe conditionsof Theorem3,
(i) T-lB'(VI-1 _ )-2 I) B o- 0

LEMMA
(ii)

T-3/2B'(V--

2TI)

(iii)

T-1/2B'(V-

-

40

4

-2TI)

-l--+)_l
(iv) T- u _J(F V
(v) 2T-1,Af'V-1 _1 + 1--2[2T-1Ali'il

+ y(0)] 4 0.

PROOF: The proof of the theoremdrawsheavilyon the Appendixof ERS. For any matrixK,
let IKI= tr1/2[K'K] and note that for real conformablematricesK and L, Itr(KL)I< IKIILI,and
IKLI< IKlr(L)< IKIILI,wherer(L) is the largestcharacteristicroot of L. Define the T x T matrices A- i1/2 _o1Vi1/2, 1l the Toeplitzmatrixof p(j), the Fouriercoefficientsof [2rf,(.)]-1 and
Fr = [FIjr]with F-jr= ri-i if i > j and 0 otherwise. Furthermore, let u = Iw'- (R(p), such that u is
the disturbancevectorpurgedof the influenceof (. ERS showin theirAppendixthat underCondition 1, 0 < w < cc, 02 = y _ y(j), -2 = j=-_ p(j), both y(j) and p(j) are absolutely summable,
__
T-1'AFr -O for all r= 1-gT- withg > O,r(V) = 0(1), r(V-1) = 0(1), T-2W'1(V-1 - w-2j)_
+ y(0)]O-0.
0, and 2T-'AWV-1u_&+ 1- -2[2T`1Ai'
We proceedby firstprovingthat T-12IABI-- 0. WithBt beingthe tth rowof B, definethe T x 3
matrixC whose tth row is Ct = T(Bt+1-Bt) = (0,1, -ypt) and CT= 0, so that B T=T 1F1C+eBl.
Now

T-1IABI2= T-1 tr[B'A2B]
= T-2 tr[(B+ eB1)'A2F1C]
+ T-B1B
B''A2e
< T 2 Itr[(B + eB1)'TV"2AFl C]I +

T-2-l

Itr[(B + eB1)'V1/2AFl C]I

< T-2w r(W-1/2)lAFIIC(B+f BJ)'I+ T-2F- r(F112)IAF1
IIC(B+
eB1)'I
+ T-1B1Bl Ie'(F-2V +

2%-1 - 2I)el.

But IC(B+eBJ1 = tr1/2IC'C(B+eBJ)'(B+eBI)I = 0(T) and T-IIAFI
0 by the resultof ERS,
Aso thatwe are left to showthat the finalelementin the sum aboveconvergesto zero, too.
With ar2 = x p(j) and y2= x y(j) we find
T-1

T-1 &'(

0

= T_12 E(T - j)p(j) - 2T Ep(j)

) -2I)el

j=1

j=l

= 2 T1

T-1

x

j=l

j=T

3jp(j) + E p(i)
Ii
K

<2

minm

)IP(i)0

and
2I)l
T-1e(V_

< 2E min( T 1) o(i)I

from the absolute summabilityof the sequences p(j) and y(j). The result now follows from
LemmaAl of ERS.
(i) Withthe help of the resultjust established,we find
T-1B'(V1 -21)BI
since tr[B'B]= O(T).

=

< T1a1IB'Ir(V112)IABI
T1Ta1IB'V112AB1

0
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(ii) We first treat the case y > 0. With piLI = FTP + a(2y)-112T112
T-312pk,(VI-1 _ &),-2T)[j_' = T -3/2B'fi(V-l-

&-27)

B(-p, 0, 1)', we find

pvp

+ T-1a(2y)-1/2WB'(V-1

_-

-2T)B(p

0, 1)'.

The secondtermgoes to zero by (i). The traceof the covariancematrixof the firstterm is
(A. 1)

1 VFp-AVp-12B]
tr[var[T-312B'(V1 -_w-2T)FPv]] = T-3aF)-2 tr[B'W1-12AF
< T-3a-2jIAFIp 2IBB'I r2(V-1/2)r(F/)

since T IBB'I = 0(1). For y = 0, [iI =
(iii) As
tr[var[T-1/2B'(V-l _

-> 0

v, so that the resultfollowsfrom (A.1) with p = 1.

T)-2i)P]]= T-1ar)-2 tr[B'A2B] = T')-21K2

0

and Ai=i - YT-1 - aw,2-1/2y1/2T-112&, the resultfollowsusingparts(i) and (ii).
(iv) and (v) For y = 0, iu= u, and we are back to the analysisof ERS. For y > 0, we have
[i = u_- + ac(2y)-1/2T1/2TB(- 1, 0, p-1)' andA[i= Ai - acoy(2y)-1/2 T-1/2p'-IB(0, 0, 1)', so the result
QE.D.
followsapplyingparts(i), (ii), and (iii) to the respectivepieces.
LEMMA2: Let b be a T x 1 vector. If the elements bt of b satisfy suptIbt = Op(1), then under
Condition 1 b'V- l = Op(1). Furthermore,Afi'V- Ij = Op(1).
PROOF: The proof will be carriedout in the frameworkdevelopedin the Appendixof ERS
and already employed in Lemma 1. Define the T x T matrix D = I - PV. For a real T x p matrix

K = [Ktj],let IIKII
=L
jT=Lj. j IKtjl.Then IKI< IIKIl.Furthermore,ERS argueat the beginningof
theirAppendixthatunderCondition1, T% Iiy(i)j| < o and lIDII= 0(1). Note thatthese inequalities
implythat the sequencemtis absolutelysummable,since
0

0000

E
t=1

nt I =

E
t=1

00

0
(j+t
j=O

E

00

E

00

IYU + t)l I

t=1 j=O

li7(i)

I < o'

j=0

Now
b

=

b'(P + DV-47j1 ' b'4

+ Jn'-ib'bj.

Since supt IbtI= Op(l) and the sequences p(j) and r1tare absolutely summable, we have that Ib"11
Op(1).

=

= 0(1) implies IID'bIj
=
For the secondterm, firstnote that suptjbtl= Op(l) togetherwith IJDiI
Op(l). Furthermore,the absolutesummabilityof the sequence qt impliesboundednessof 7' We
hence find
< Lin'VllD'bl< lIYlr(V1-1)D'bj
Y'V-lD'bl
= (7j'

)l/2r(V-l)llDIbil

= Op(1).

For the second claim of the lemma, note that Aiu = v- yT-Iu ac)2112y112T- 12e. But
j+ ao2-"12yl/2T-"12e)'V- 1j = Op(l) because T-'iLI and T-112e satisfythe conditionsfor
(7yT-1&u_
the vectorb of the lemma,andvar[i'PV-1] = if'V-'71= Op(1)from anotherapplicationof the first
Q.E.D.
claimof the lemma,whichconcludesthe proof.
PROOFOF THEOREM3: Firstnote that since GiZ = 0, y'Giy = u'Giu. The proofis for the time
trendcase X = 7, the mean only case is a specialsimplifiedcase usingZ = e and involvesonly the
first element of each vector and matrix below.
(i) Let r = 1 - cT-1 for c = 0, g. Define ((c) = Aui + cT-1u'& and H(c) = e + cT-1i1-. Then
A(r)u = (0, p(c)')', A(r)e = (1, cT-lj')', and A(r)r = (0, H(c)')'. Since the first element of u
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is zero, from direct calculationu'(.X - X-)u = 2gT-1A['V-1&_1 +g2T-2i i1V-1[-1. Noting that
U2 - T-1 T Aut2 =X 02M(1)2 - y(O), an applicationof parts (iv) and (v) of
2T-1Aii'iT1 =
Lemma 1, (3.3), and the CMT yield u'(.X -_X-)u = gM(1)2 -g+g2fM(s)2
ds. Furthermore,let
Tk = diag(k1/2T1/2, T-1/2) for k > 0, Tk = diag(T1/2, T-1/2) for k = 0, and TO= diag(1,T-1/2). Then
TkZXZTk
k

,=-2 2g(

k-\

1

g2

gT-1k1/2e' V-1H(g)

kT-1FF1-1e+o(1)

T- H(g)'V`lH(g)}

~gT-1kl2()Ze

= diag(1, T-1H(O)'V-'H(O)), TkZ'5i u = (gk"12T-1"2eFV-1V'(g), T-112x
and similarly TOZ'XO-ZTO
H(g)'V-10(g))', and TOZ'X-u = (0, T-1/2H(O)'V-1 0(O))'. From Lemma 1 and direct calculations,
(,-2
we find T-lj'V -le
T-YF'V-'H(c) -,-2S f(1 + cs)ds, T-1H(c)'V-1H(c) -+ tr2f(1 +
-T
(c) -- 0, and T'/2H(C)'V1D(C)
- T120.2H(C)'S(c)
cs)2ds, TT1/2J'V'

Now
H(c)'O(c) = H(c)'jA +cTH(cjiL1
=

and similarly e'O(c)

=

(1 + c)uT + cT-1 (H(c) - e)'fil + op(l)
UT

+ cT-1'_iL1. The applicationof (3.3) and the CMT hence yields

T-112r-'H(c)'~(c) =X (1 +c)M(l) +c2f sM(s)ds and T-112(0-1'sn(c) =X M(1) + cf M(s)ds. Since
QaT(g,k) is invariantto a time trend, we can substituteM(s) with its projectionoff s, MT(s)=
M(s) - 3sf AM(A)dA. Fromthe above resultsand the joint convergenceof the separatepieces we

find
QT (g,

k) =X (g+1)MT(1)2_g+g2J

MT(s)2ds_
k1/2( g2+g)

2g+g2k
x Vk
1/2(I g2 +g)

The coefficients

qjT now

-1

(k1/2(g2fMT1(s)ds+gMT(1)))
k1/2(g2 f MT(s)ds + gMT(1))
(g

3g2+g+l

J

+ 1)MT (1)

follow after some algebra.

(ii) The only differencethat arises between Qa(g) and Qa(g, 1) is throughthe terms u'Q' lu,
Z'Q11Z,and Z'Qj1 u. Fromthe formulafor partitionedinverseswe find
1=8

1

V-

-v-l1~

i

5V-1+V

4171v

)

+ o(T) fromLemma2. Withr = 1 - gT-1, A(r)u = (0, Au' +
gT-li'1)', A(r)e = (1, gT-lY')', and A(r)r= (O,e' +gT-1'f1)'; the additional terms of Qa(g) compared to Qa(g, 1) are of the form T-1i1'V-1?, 81ij'V-1b and 5-1b'V--1'1'V-ld, where b and d
standfor either of T-1/2_L,JAi, e or T-1'_-. But suptIT-112utl=X sups wCM(s) = Op(1),so that an

where 8 =

vo(r) - 71'V-

= 02 T(2g)-l

applicationof Lemma2 showsthat all of these termsconvergeto zero in probability.
METHOD

TO FIND A COMPARABLE

Qa(g, k) FOR A GIVEN CLASS OF TESTS:

Q.E.D.

Denote with r,

the decisionof a givenclassof tests of size 5%to reject(rn= 1) or not to reject(rn= 0) the nth draw
Wi(s) of a randomsamplen = 1, . . ., N of a detrendedWienerprocess.Considera nonlinearlogit
regressionof rnon a constantand a scaledweightedsum of W (1)2, (f Wni(s)ds)2,Wn(1)f WJ(s)ds,
and f W (s)2ds,where the weightsdependon g and k and are givenby the weightsq of Qa(g, k)
(cf. Theorem3),
rn L(o

11[i Wi (1)2 +

q2i

qW(s)

+
f
dS2 q3Wn'(1) Wn(s) ds + q4'f

Wni(S)

2s)+e

whereL(x) is the logisticfunctionL(x) = 1/(1 + e-x), and the estimatedparametersare 10,11,g, and
k. Then the estimatedvaluesof g and k in this regressionmayserveas approximations
to the values
of g and k that maximizethe asymptoticprobabilitythat the two tests both rejector do not reject
underthe null hypothesisof p = 1. The valuesof TableII were calculatedwith N = 80,000.
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